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5 Solutions to this question by accurate drawing will

not be accePted.

L Find the equation of

(i) the tine through A(-2, -4) and B(3, 8),

(ii) the line through B perpendicular to AB.

N2002ru1(AO Maths)
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The diagram, which is not drawn to scale, shows a

parallelogram OABC where O is the origin and A is
the point (2, 6). The equations of OA, OC and CB we

y = 3x, y = \zr and y = 3x ' 15 respectively. The

perpendicular from A to OC meets OC at the point D.

Find

(i) the coordinates of C, B and D, t8l

(ii) the perimeter of the parallelogram OABC,
correct to 1 decimal place. t3l
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The diagram shows two perpendicular lines ABC and
CPX. The points A, B and P have coordinates (-3, 0),
(1, 4) and (7, 6) respectively. The point X lies on the
-x-axls.

(i) Find the coordinates of X and of C.

The perpendicular bisector of BP meets the r-axis at
Y. Find

(ii) the coordinates of I,
(iii) the ratio of the length of CIto the length of CX,

expressing your answer in the form 1 : n, giving
n to 2 decimal places.

N2002/U14 (AO Maths)

3 The line 2y = 3t - 6 intersects the curve .r]l = 12
at rhe points P and Q. Find the equation of the
perpendicular bisector of PO. t8l

N2002tu9

4 Find the equation of the straight line, perpendicular
to the line 5y - 4x + 27 = 0, which passes through
the mid-point of the line joining rhe points (5, 6) and
(7, -8).

N2003/V6 (AO Maths)
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In the diagram the points A, B and C have co-
ordinates (1, 1), (3, 5) and (5, 3) respectively. The
line through A parallel to BC meets the line thmugh
B perpendicular to AC at the point D. Find the area of
the trapezium ABCD.

N2004/IY5 (AO Math,

7 The line 4y = 3.r + 1 intersects the ctwe ry =)$a-21y
at the point P(1, 1) and at the point O. The
perpendicular bisector of PO intersects the line
y = 4x at the point R. Calculate the area of triangle
PQR. t9l
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6 Solutions to this question by accurate drawing will
not be accepted.
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y+2x=0

9 Solutions to this question by accurate drawing will
not be accepted.
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The diagram, which is not drawn to scale, shows a
quadrilateral.ABCD in which A is (0, 10), B is (2, 16)
and C is (8, 14).

(i) Show that triangle ABC is isosceles. I2l
The point D lies on the .x-axis and is such that
AD = CD. Find

(ii) the coordinates ofD, 14)

(iii) the ratio of the area of triangle ABC to the area

of triangle ACD. t3l
N200s/r/r0

10 The perpendicular bisector of the line joining A(2, l)
and 8(6, 9) intersects the coordinate axes at the
points P and O. Find the ratio of the length AB to the
length PQ, giving your answer in the form I : n.

N2005/IV5 (AO Maths)

11 The line.r + y = 10 meets the curve f =2x+4atthe
points A and B. Find the coordinates of the mid_point
of AB. t5l

N2005tru2

12 Find the equation of the perpendicular bisector of the
line joining the points A(-3, -7) and B(7, 13).

N2006iU5 (AO Maths)

13 The straight line 2x + y = 14 intersects the curve
2x2 - y2 = 2xy - 6 at the points A and B. Show
that the length of AB is 24rEunits. l7l

N2006/Iy5

14 Solutions to this question by accurate drawing will
not be accepted.
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The diagram shows an isosceles triangle.4BC in
which A is the point (3, 3), B is the point (6, 3) and C
lies below the -r-axis. Given that the area of triangle
ABC is 6 square units,

(i) find the coordinates of C. t3l

The line CB is extended to the point D so that B is the

mid-point of CD.

(ii) Find the coordinates ofD. 12)

A line is drawn from D, parallel toAC, to the point E
(10, *) and Cis joined to E.

(iii) Find the value oft. t3l

(iv) Prove that angle CED is not a right angle. l2l
N2O06lrUt2 (OR)

15 Find the coordinates of the point where the
perpendicular bisector of the line joining the points

A(12, -5) and B(-4, 3) meets the r-axis.

N2007/I/4 (AO Maths)

16 The line Lt + 3y = 12 meets the curve y2 = 4.r - 8 at

the points P and 0. Find the length of the line PQ.

tsl
N2007/IV3
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The diagram shows a trapezium OABC, where O is
the origin. The e4uation of OA is ) = 3r and the
equation of OC is y + 2x = 0. The line through A
perpendicular to OA meets the ]-axis at B and
Blir parallel to AO. Given that rhe length of OA is
V 250 units, calculate the coordinates of A, of B and
of C. t10l
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17 Solutions to this question by accurate drawing will
not be accepted.
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The diagram, which is not drawn to scale, shows a

triangle ABC in which the point A is (9, 9) and
the point A is (1, -3). The point C lies on the
perpendicular bisector of AB and the equation of the

line aC is y = 8.r - 11. Find

(i) the equation of the perpendicular bisector ofAB,
t4l

(ii) the coordinates of C. l2l

The point D is such that ACBD is a rhombus.

(iii) Find the coordinates ofD. t2l
(iv) ShowthatAB=2CD. l2l

N2007/Ivl I

18 Solutions to this question by accurate drawing will
not be accepted,

B(7,8)

c(e,4)
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19 The line 2y + x = 8 meets the curve x2 + )p = 20 al

the poins A and B. Show that the mid-point of AB

lies on the line y = 2x. t61

N2008/I[[ (SYll' 4018)

20 Solutions to this question by accurate drawing will
not be accepted.
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The diagram shows a triangle ABC in which the
coordinates ofA, B and C orc (3,2), (7, 8) and (9, 4)
respectively. The point X lies on AC, and BX is
perpendicular to AC.

(i) Find the coordinate ofX. t6l

(ii) Find, in the form lr : 1, the ratio of the area of
triangle ABX to the area of triangle CBX. [2]

The point D is the reflection of B in the line AC.

(iii) Find the coordinate of D. 12)

N2008/V9 (sy11.4018)
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The diagram shows a trapezium ABCD in which AB
is parallel to DC and angle BAD = 90'. The point A
is (0, 6) and the point D is (2, -2).
(i) Find the equation of AB. t3l

Given that B lies on the line y = v, find

(ii) the coordinates ofB. l2l
Given that the length of DC is twice the length of d8,
frnd

(iii) the coordinates of C, 12)

(iv) the area ofthe fiapezilom ABCD. lZ)
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Sanp[e Ouesriot'ts
(b)

(c)

Answers

t. (a)

(b)

(4,-D,.{22

rr%.ol.E'-'2

Show that C touches the Y-axis'

Find the equation of the .circle 
which is a

reflection of C in the Y-axrs'

1 Find the centre and radius of the circle with

equation:

6) x2+f +8x+2Y-5=0

1b) 2x2 + 2Y2 -6x+3=0

2 (a) Find the equation of the circle with centre

(2, -3) and radius 6.

Determine, by calculation whether the point

(6, 1) lies inside or outside the circle'
(b)

3 Find the equation of the circle whose centre is at the

point (2, l) and passes through the point (4, -3)

4 The pornts (8, 4) and (2' 2) are the two end points

of a diameter of a circle. Find the equation of the

circle

5 Find the equation of the circle, centre (4, 5),

which passes through lhe point where the line
5x - 2y + 6 = 0 cuts they-axis.

6 Find the equation of the circle whose centre is
(2. - 3). and touches the -r-axis

7 Find the equation of the circle which passes through

the poinrs A(2, 0), B(0, 2) and C(-4, 0).

8 Show that rhe circle ,2 + f - 2,x -2y + 4 =O
touches the y-axis.

9 Find the equation ofthe circle which passes through
the points (0, 1) and (3, -2) and has its centre lying
on the line y = -r - 2.

10 The line y -- -2x + 8 cuts the curve y = 
j- 

ut points
AandB. x

(a) Find the coordinates of A and of B.

(r) Find the area of the triangle OA8.

(c) Find the length AB and the perpendicular
distance from the origin O to the line,4B.

11 The equation of a circle, C,isx2 +y2-2x-6y+9
=0

(a) Find the coordinates of the centre of C and find
the radius of C.

Z. @) *+f-4x+6y-23=O
(b) Inside

3. xz +y2 _4x _Zy _ 15 =O

4. xz +y2 - lox-6y +24 =o
5. *+y2-8x- lOy+21 =0
6. x2+f-4x+6y+4=O
7. *+f+2x+2y-8=O
g. * +f -u+2y-3=o
to. (a) (3,2)(1,6)

(D) 8 units2
. ^.= 8{5
(c ) Z\ 5 unlts, _-- unrts

ll. (a) (1,3), I unit

k) *+y2+2.x.-6y+9=0
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